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Abstract: The authentication based on biometric information has several advantages
compared to solely password-based systems, which has led to a growing interest of in-
dustry and of public authorities in biometric-based systems. To meet the high security
standards concerning biometric data, template protection systems such as the fuzzy
vault are indispensable to maintain the secrecy of the critical information. Several
publications have discussed the application of fuzzy vault to fingerprint authentica-
tion systems. However, for identification purposes in large databases the fuzzy vault
protection of the biometric reference data poses severe efficiency challenges.

In this work, we examine and compare the performance of three different ap-
proaches to enable the identification based on protected fingerprint minutiae templates
also for large databases. All three approaches calculate a prioritization of the database
entries exploiting filtering techniques and indexing structures. Based on this prior-
itization a search performing the complex exact comparison of database and query
template is steered and thus will faster find a match.

1 Introduction

The need for reliable information security systems is present in all levels of society to

prevent unauthorized system access or information theft. Cryptographic techniques are

widely implemented and current algorithms (e.g. AES and RSA) excel in a very high

proven security [Sta02]. Cryptosystems use one or more encryption keys to transform the

critical information (plain text) into cipher text. Without the correct decrypting keys it is

infeasible to reverse the encryption and convert the cipher text into the original informa-

tion. The weakness of these systems is the underlying assumption that the cryptographic

keys belong exclusively to authorized users. Consequently, the protection of the keys’

secrecy has a very high priority for all cryptosystems. As these keys usually are very com-

plex to be able to guarantee a certain security level, they cannot easily be memorized by

users but are securely stored, i.e., the access is protected by an alternative security system.

Overall, the security of the whole system is only as high as the security guaranteed by

the weakest link, which, usually, is this second, alternative security system. Most popular

are password-based systems. Passwords, however, can be easily lost, forgotten, stolen, or

attacked, which motivates the application of biometrics for authentication purposes.
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In biometric systems the identity verification is based on a person’s anatomical and behav-

ioral traits. An advantage over password-based authentication is that biometric features

are persistent, personal, and cannot easily be forged. However, these systems require

the storage of biometric reference data, which poses high privacy risks itself. Beside be-

ing personal data, biometric features can potentially reveal additional information, like

health or ethnic aspects of a person [DBHO10, Mor07, Sei06], which are unnecessary for

identity verification. The security of biometric templates is a fortiori crucial since once

being corrupted a biometric trait cannot be revoked or reissued. Biometric cryptosystems

[JNN08, BBGK08] can considerably mitigate these risks by using reference data that do

not reveal significant information on the biometric trait. In case of successful authentica-

tion a key is extracted from or released by the biometric data presented. Hence, no key

needs to be explicitly stored or presented for authentication. Out of the various biomet-

ric template protection systems, the fuzzy vault scheme is a very prominent one [JS02].

What qualifies the fuzzy vault scheme for the construction of biometric cryptosystems, is

the ability to deal with unordered sets, which are commonly encountered in biometrics,

and its error-tolerance, which is necessary because even two samples of the same biomet-

ric trait can differ substantially. Basically, the transformation of a biometric template is

realized through a generation of random artificial attributes, which are interspersed to ob-

fuscate the actual template. Only this transformed template will be stored and, therefore,

a remaining challenge is the matching procedure to identify two corresponding templates.

Several approaches already proposed the application of the fuzzy vault scheme to fin-

gerprint minutiae [UPJ05, NJP07, MNS+10]. These approaches, however, describe the

application for authentication processes, where a claim of the subject’s identity is made

à priori. A naive transfer of these techniques to identification systems will not work ef-

ficiently for large databases, because in addition to an efficient verification process the

number of potentially matching templates needs to be narrowed down significantly. In

[BFF+11] we presented two first approaches for supporting the identification process for

fuzzy vault transformed minutiae sets by efficient database techniques. In the present pa-

per, these approaches are further evaluated along with a third approach. While there are

proposals for biometric identification with encrypted templates (e.g. [BCK09]), to the best

of our knowledge, besides our approaches no efficient algorithms for biometric identifica-

tion with biometric cryptosystems do exist so far. The problem of identification systems in

this setting is the impossibility to rule out any database entry with certainty due to the fuzzy

vault transformation and the intraclass variations of biometric templates. Hence, our goal

is a good prioritization of the present candidate set by utilizing efficient filtering techniques

and indexing structures. The higher the approximated similarity of a protected template

compared to a query is, the higher is the priority assigned to it by these techniques. In this

work we discuss three approaches for efficient prioritization of the protected templates and

evaluate them on the publicly available datasets FVC [MMC+02] and MCYT [OGFAS+].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the underlying

fuzzy vault construction and formalize the problem setting. The description of the different

filtering techniques follows in section 3. In section 4 we describe the databases and their

preprocessing on which the experimental evaluation, presented in section 5, is based on.

Section 6 summarizes our work and gives an outlook for possible future work.
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2 Background

In this work we examine three approaches to support the efficient identification in large

fingerprint minutiae databases protected through the fuzzy vault system. In the following

we shortly introduce the basic notions for our approaches.

2.1 Fingerprint Feature

The biometric template for our study is a fingerprint’s minutiae set. Minutiae of a fin-

gerprint denote local ridge characteristics, of which the most prominent ones are ridge

endings and ridge bifurcations. Typically minutiae are represented as triplets (x, y, φ),
denoting their x- and y-position in the fingerprint image together with the angle φ of the

associated ridges. In the present paper however, we follow the majority of constructions

for the fuzzy fingerprints vault and use only the positions (x, y) of the minutiae. In or-

der to determine the agreement between two fingerprints, the minutiae-based fingerprint

matching basically calculates an alignment between the minutiae sets of two fingers that

results in the maximum number of minutiae pairings. The difficulty here is that even two

samples of the same fingerprint can vary to a very high extent. For example, translation,

rotation, nonlinear distortion of the minutiae, spurious and missing minutiae can lead to

high intraclass variations, which can lead to high false-positive and false-negative rates in

authentication systems.

2.2 Fuzzy Vault

The fuzzy vault is a cryptographic scheme that is perfectly qualified to work with biometric

features as it allows to deal with unordered sets of different cardinalities and moreover it

is error tolerant - a necessary criteria for the mentioned intraclass variances.

Enrollment. To hide a secret K, we use a biometric template X , which is an unordered

set of t (pairwise distinct) attributes (minutiae) m1, · · · ,mt. As secret key a random poly-

nomial p over the finite field Fq with degree k, where k ≤ t ≤ q, is chosen. All attributes

mi ∈ X have to be mapped to an element xi = f(mi) of the field Fq , where f is an

arbitrary injective function from the attribute space to the finite field. The elements xi
represent the supporting points for the chosen polynomial p, which later on will serve

for reconstructing the secret polynomial. Instead of the polynomial, we, therefore, only

store a list of (pairwise distinct) pairs (xi, p(xi)) ∈ F 2
q . To conceal the secret-revealing

support points, we intersperse a large number (c) of chaff points (xj , yj) ∈ F 2
q , where

t < j ≤ (c+t), ∀1 ≤ i, j ≤ (c+t) : xj ?= xi ⇔ i ?= j, and ∀t < j ≤ (c+t) : yj ?= p(xj)
(the chaff points do not lay on the polynomial p). The randomly ordered list of all tuples

(x1, y1), · · · , (xc+t, yc+t) represents the vault, and is added as reference template R to the

database.

Authentication. In order to recover the secret polynomial and, thereby, to verify its iden-

tity, a user has to present another set Q of attributes (query), which then will be compared
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with the stored reference template R. The set of all pairs in R having a matching attribute

in the query set ({(xi, yi) ∈ R|∃qj ∈ Q.xi = qj}) is used for the reconstruction of the

polynomial using the Reed-Solomon decoding. Only if the template Q shares a sufficient

amount of attributes with the genuine attributes of R, the polynomial reconstruction can

be successful and, thus, the secret K be released.

2.3 Biometric Identification

In the identification process the user does not explicitly claim an identity and the system

recognizes an individual by searching the entire template database for a match to the query

template. Since an application of the authentication process to all entities of a database will

be computationally expensive for large databases, we aim at a pre-selection such that only

the most promising database candidates have to be matched against the query. Litera-

ture does, so far, not discuss solutions for template protected databases, which pose new

challenges. One approach is, e.g., to classify a query into one of the pre-specified types

(arch, tented arch, left loop, right loop, whorl) (natural proportion of fingerprints in these

classes (3.7%,2.9%,33.8%,31.7%,29.7%) [WCW94]) and only compare it to the subset

of the database corresponding to this type. Assigning each database template its accord-

ing class, reveals this important and useful information to any attacker, which cannot be

recommended.

3 Efficient Filtering Techniques

In this section, we discuss three different approaches, which reduce the database search

space DB = {P1, · · · , P|DB|} for an individual PQ to be identified in the database DB.

For this purpose, all approaches determine a prioritization of the database, where the en-

tries are ordered in descending order based on their similarity with the querying individ-

ual. The most promising entries in the database are thus favored for the exact verification,

which accelerates the identification process. Based on the work of [MNS+10], we as-

sume that an individual is identified through multiple fingers. A query PQ and a database

entry Pj ∈ DB, thus, generally consist of |θ| many templates, where θ ⊆ {1, · · · , 10}:

PQ = {Qf |f ∈ θ} and Pj = {Rj,f |f ∈ θ}. A template is represented by its set of

coordinates mi = (xi, yi). While these coordinates for the query templates Qf ∈ PQ de-

scribe only real minutiae, the coordinates for the database templates Rj,f ∈ Pj consist of

genuine minutiae as well as of chaff points. As for each templateRj,f the according finger

type f is known, we, for simplicity, assume that each finger type is treated separately.

3.1 GeoMatch

The comparison of the two templatesQf andRj,f of a given finger type f is a challenging

task due to the intraclass variances and the interspersed noise in the form of chaff points.

Usually, for the alignment of the coordinate sets, a large number of transformations has to
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be considered, which is too complex for an efficient filter technique. For the GeoMatch

approach, we avail ourself of the principles of the related docking problem of proteins in

biology. There, a common approach is to decompose the problem into small units, on

which individual matchings are performed. Afterwards, these local solutions are checked

for global consistency to build a solution for the original problem [Len95].

For the comparison of two coordinate setsQf andRj,f , GeoMatch calculates a set of trian-

gles for both sets, which are defined by those coordinate triplets, whose pairwise Euclidean

distances exceed a threshold bl and, as well, fall below a threshold bu. In the following a

triangle t is represented as a triplet of its edge lengths t = (e1, e2, e3), where, beginning

with the shortest side, all edges are enumerated clockwise. Note, that the set of triangles

TRj,f
for the database templates has to be computed only once and is stored for following

identifications. The triangles of the query template TQf
are compared with the ones TRj,f

of the database template based on their edge lengths. To compensate the influence of local

misplacements of minutiae caused by inaccuracies during the enrollment, the similarity

check of two edges considers a tolerance of δ. The comparison of these local patterns is

independent of the global positioning or rotation and therefore translation invariant, an im-

portant criteria to deal with intraclass variances. If two triangles ta ∈ TQf
and tb ∈ TRj,f

are similar to each other, GeoMatch determines their relative rotation γ to each other. After

all triangles have been compared, GeoMatch checks for global consistency by determining

the maximal number of triangles in TQf
for which matching triangles with same relative

orientation γ have been found in TRj,f
. The larger this number of similar rotated match-

ings, the higher is the consensus that Rj,f is a rotated version of Qf and, thus, the higher

is the probability for the similarity of both templates. The similarity of two templates Qf
and Rj,f is defined as:

sim(TQf
, TRj,f

) = max
γ∈A

{∣∣{ta ∈ TQf
| ∃tb ∈ TRj,f

. ||ta − tb||∞ ≤ δ ∧ ∠(ta, tb) ≈ γ
}∣∣}

where A = {0◦, · · · , 360◦} is the set of all angles for a given discretization (e.g. 2◦-

steps). The similarity of sim(TQf
, TRj,f

) is calculated for all reference templates j and

for all finger types f ∈ θ. Overall, the similarity between two individuals is determined

through |θ| many of their fingers: sim(PQ, Pj) =
∑
f∈θ sim(TQf

, TRj,f
). Subsequently

the database entries Pj are sorted in descending order based on their similarity score and,

thus, are prioritized for the verification process.

3.2 DistMatch

The approach DistMatch is based on [JY00] and [CCG06], which are techniques for local

structure matching. Here local structures, consisting of one central minutia m and k addi-

tional minutiae {m1,m2, · · · ,mk} of its neighborhood, are used to compare two minutiae

sets. For our problem setting, where the reference templates are protected, we have to ex-

pect a large number of chaff points in the neighborhood of a genuine minutia. Therefore,

these structures, where the neighborhood is restricted to a size k or to a certain distance

range [RPBV00], is not expedient. Instead, DistMatch determines for each minutia mi
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Figure 1: Comparing minutiae for DistMatch.
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Figure 2: Identification for BioSimJoin.

of a template T a sorted list li = (d1, · · · , d|T |−1) of the Euclidean distances of mi to

all remaining |T | − 1 minutiae. For each template T we yield a set LT of |T | such lists

of neighborhood distances li, one for each minutia in the template. The similarity of two

minutiae mq and mr is determined based on the agreement between their neighborhood

distances, which is illustrated in Figure 1. All distances (represented as circles) of the

query mq , which find matches for mr in the reference template, are colored green in the

reference template. Here, not only distances to genuine minutiae (black) but also distances

to the large amount of chaff points (grey) will match the query distances, which leads to

high agreements between the minutiae. Analogously to GeoMatch, also DistMatch applies

an error tolerance δ for considering two distances as equal. The similarity of a template

Rj,f given the template Qf , is defined as the degree to which minutiae of LQf are recov-

ered in LRj,f :

sim(Qf , Rj,f ) = sim(LQf , LRj,f ) =
∑

lq∈L
Q

f

max
li∈L

R
j,f

|{dv ∈ lq|∃dw ∈ li.|dv−dw| ≤ δ}|

The similarity sim(LQf , LRj,f ) is determined for all reference templates j and for all

finger types f ∈ θ. The similarity of two individuals PQ and Pj is determined based

on all fingers f ∈ θ: sim(PQ, Pj) =
∑
f∈θ sim(LQf , LRj,f ). Based on this similarity

score, all entries Pj in the database are prioritized for the verification process. Similarly

to GeoMatch, also DistMatch is robust against linear transformations of two templates Qf
and Rj,f as the comparison is only based on distances. The complexity of sim(Qf , Rj,f )
is in O(|Qf | ·max{|Qf |, |Rj,f |} · |Rj,f |), where O(max{|Qf |, |Rj,f |}) is the complexity

for comparing two sorted lists lq ∈ LQf and li ∈ LRj,f .

3.3 BioSimJoin

GeoMatch and DistMatch suffer from the drawback, that the comparison of the query

Qf ∈ PQ to a reference template Rj,f ∈ Pj is very time-consuming. Therefore, in

the approach BioSimJoin, the coded fingerprint information, including minutiae and chaff

points are stored in an index structure, i.e. the R-tree [Gut84]. However, the minutiae of

different fingers, e.g. thumb and index, are stored in different data spaces.
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In a first step, a range query is performed for each minutia mi ∈ Qf for the query person

PQ with radius r. In this way, we want to answer questions like “Find all minutiae/chaff

points in the database that are located in the range r around the query minutia”. This pro-

cedure is illustrated in Figure 2. The query fingerprint consists of three different minutiae

m1,m2 andm3. For each of these minutiaemi ∈ Qf , we determine allmk ∈ Rj,f , where

1 ≤ j ≤ |DB| that are located within a range of radius r around mi. Genuine minutiae

are illustrated as black points, whereas grey points indicate chaff points. However, this

information is not used during the identification process. Finally, we determine a list of

minutiae/chaff points that are located within the specific range of each minutia mi. For

each of these minutia/chaff points the corresponding individual P is known. In our exam-

ple, for minutia m3 of the query two genuine minutiae and one chaff point within a range

r are identified. The grey chaff point, as well as the minutia on the right belong to the

finger of person 1. The minutia on the left refers person 3. Finally, we get the following

list of candidates (w.r.t. all three minutiae of the query person): Four hits for person 1, two

hits for person 2, and one hit for person 3. This ordering corresponds to the result of the

approach BioSimJoin. Supported by an index structure, this can be done very efficiently.

Note that rotations and translations are not handled explicitly by BioSimJoin. However,

these effects are offset by an adequate parameterisation for the radius r.

4 Biometric Databases

We used the two publicly available data sets FVC [MMC+02] and MCYT [OGFAS+] to

test the effectiveness and efficiency of GeoMatch, DistMatch, and BioSimJoin. In order to

guarantee a realistic identification scenario, we followed the suggestions in [MNS+10]. To

ensure high protection of the biometric data against brute force attacks, we used the same

approach as formulated in [MMT09]. We obtained the minutiae of each fingerprint using

the minutiae extraction algorithm MINDTCT [WGT+07]. Each data set contains multiple

records of the same fingerprint. Thus, we used BOZORTH [WGT+07] to find the three

best matching records according to the BOZORTH matching score. The first record is used

as query and the remaining two records as reference. We discarded those minutiae having a

quality value below 0.25 and encoded the remaining minutiae using the template protection

method Fuzzy Vault [JS02]. For each person we used three fingers for identification as this

exponentially increases the safety against brute force attacks [MNS+10].

Feature Selection and Encoding of the Reference Template. Caused by inaccuracies

during the scan process, it may occur that some minutiae are missing or are newly com-

pared to the other records of the same finger. Therefore, we applied the comparison al-

gorithm by Merkle et al. [MNS+10] to determine those minutiae that are present in all

reference records of the same finger, to get one final reference template. Those reliable

minutiae are filtered according to the quality value determined by MINDTCT so that the

final reference template for one person contains the best 90 minutiae over three fingers. At

last, we obfuscated these 90 minutiae by 120 chaff points. These parameters guarantee a

security level of 270 against attacks that try to uncover the genuine minutiae in a reference

template [MNS+10].
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Feature Selection of the Query Template. As in real application scenarios there is only

one record as query available, we used the first record that best matches the remaining

records according to the BOZORTH matching score. Those minutiae whose quality value

is below a threshold 0.25, were discarded.

The original database MCYT contains 12 optical (dp) and capacitive (pb) fingerprints for

each finger of 330 persons. For identification, we used the index, middle and ring finger

of the left and right hand separately to get a set of 660 different persons for dp and pb

respectively. After preprocessing, the database for the optical fingerprints contains 57.387

minutiae and 73.696 chaff points, and the database for capacitive fingerprints contains

47.058 minutiae and 73.472 chaff points. The original database FVC comprises eight

records for 110 fingers. After preprocessing, we result in a database, where three fingers

are combined to a total number of 27 persons. More precisely, the database contains 2.430

minutiae and 3.024 chaff points.

5 Experiments

In a first step, we determined the optimal parameters of all methods on a subset of 100

persons for the databases MCYT-dp and MCYT-pb. This includes the parameters bl, bu,

and δ of GeoMatch, the parameter δ of DistMatch, and for BioSimJoin, the optimal range

r and the capacity c of each index unit. The optimal parameters are then used to evaluate

all methods in terms of efficiency and effectiveness. Due to the small size of the data set

FVC, we use the parameters determined for MCYT-dp for the evaluation. For each data

set, we report the average result over |DB| runs, where we use each person once as query.

The runtime was measured parallelized for each finger on following workstations: Intel

Dual Core Xeon 7120 M CPUs and Intel XEON E5345 CPUs with each 2.33 to 3.0 GHz

and 16 GB RAM. All approaches were implemented in Java 6.0.

5.1 Evaluation of Parameters

For the approach GeoMatch, the edge length restrictions bl and bu serve the purpose of

considerably reducing the resulting amount of triangles for one template. Therefore, we

choose these parameters such that, on the one hand, we do not lose information for any

minutia and, on the other hand, get as few triangles as possible. On a sample of 100

individuals, these criteria are fulfilled for (bl, bu) = (55, 123) (avg. 1462 triangles per

reference template) in MCYT-dp and for (bl, bu) = (28, 120) (avg. 2660 triangles per

reference template) in MCYT-pb. For the error tolerance parameter a value of δ = 1
showed best quality results for both databases.

For the approach DistMatch, similarly to GeoMatch, low values for the error tolerance

parameter δ of δ = 2 for MCYT-dp and δ = 1 for MCYT-pb showed best results regarding

the quality of the prioritization.
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Figure 3: Optimal Parameters for BioSimJoin.

For BioSimJoin, the radius of the range query r and the maximum capacity c of an index

unit have to be optimized. As the parameter settings for MCYT-dp and MCYT-pb are

equal, we discuss the results for both databases simultaneously. The curves marked by

yellow and red squares in Figure 3(a) illustrate the runtime to generate the candidate list

for different radius values in a range of [0 − 40]. The runtime is depicted on the left side

of the diagram. Higher radius values implicate higher runtimes, as more candidates have

to be tested in this case. The curve marked by blue diamonds illustrates the average posi-

tion of the query in the resulting list of candidates. Extremely small radius values result

in candidate lists where the reference of the actual query person is located at relatively

backmost position, as small radius values do not tolerate rotated or translated data. With

r=20 a trade-off between runtime and effectivity can be achieved.

In Figure 3(b), we evaluate the impact of different capacity values on the runtime for the

index construction based on different database sizes. The capacity is the amount of data

that can be stored in an index unit of the R-tree. We tested the runtime for databases that

consist of 4, 8, 16, 32 and 64 persons which refers to an actual database size of 808, 1.613,

3.217, 6.449 and 12.844 database entries for minutiae and chaff points. Higher capacity

values implicate a higher effort for the index construction, as the split of an index unit

is based on a sequential scan. Extremely high capacities lead to a significant decrease of

runtime, as in this case all database entries are stored in only one index unit. However, no

index support is given for the subsequent search. Figure 3(c) shows the time for generating

the candidates list w.r.t. different capacities. Thus, optimal runtime for index construction

and search can be achieved with a capacity in a range of [16, 256] independently of the

database size. Using a 6-stage weighted mean value of the runtime for different capacity

values in the range of [16− 256], a significant optimum can be found at c=102. Therefore,

we use r=20 and c=102 for all experiments.

5.2 Effectivity

Table 1 denotes the results of GeoMatch, DistMatch, and BioSimJoin on the database

FVC. It specifies the position of a query person in the candidates list and the runtime to

construct the candidates list each averaged over 27 queries. GeoMatch is able to achieve a

database reduction of 92.03% for the exact verification, wheras DistMatch and BioSimJoin
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GEOMATCH DISTMATCH BIOSIMJOIN

Position 2.15 11.67 11.44

Runtime 162.4 ms 295.23ms 16.29 ms

Table 1: Effectivity on database FVC.
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Figure 4: Effectivity on MCYT-dp and MCYT-pb.

only achieve a datareduction of 56.78% and 57.63%, respectively. However, in terms of

runtime, the index supported BioSimJoin clearly outperforms GeoMatch and DistMatch.

Figure 4(a) and 4(b) illustrate the results for both MCYT databases. Whereas the results of

BioSimJoin and of DistMatch for both databases are comparable, GeoMatch benefits from

the better quality of the optical records in MCYT-dp and achieves here better results than

on MCYT-pb. GeoMatch averagely ranks the query at 11% of MCYT-dp and at 27% of

MCYT-pb, which is significantly better than DistMatch (25% and 30%) and BioSimJoin

(45% and 46%). One explanation is that the comparison based on triangles, especially,

with the global consistency check considering the relative angle γ, is more selective than

the mere distance comparison in DistMatch. Due to the intraclass variances, BioSimJoin

is not able to achieve a good prioritization as it considers the actual coordinate values.

5.3 Efficiency

Figure 5 denotes the scalability of GeoMatch, DistMatch and BioSimJoin. As the database

size is the same for MCYT-dp and MCYT-pb, all methods, except for GeoMatch, re-

sult in similar runtimes for both data sets. Because of the less restrictive parameter

setting (bl, bu, δ) = (28, 120, 1) of GeoMatch for MCYT-pb compared to (bl, bu, δ) =
(55, 123, 1) for MCYT-dp, a reference template has on average more triangles in MCYT-

dp than in MCYT-pb, which results in a higher runtime for MCYT-pb. GeoMatch and Dist-

Match show linear runtime with increasing database size. Supported by an index structure,

BioSimJoin yields significantly lower runtime. Thus, to request a database comprising 650

database objects in MCYT-dp takes only 1429 ms with BioSimJoin, whereas GeoMatch

takes 3294 ms and DistMatch takes even 13144 ms. Due to its quadratic complexity for

the comparison of two templates, DistMatch has the worst runtime of our approaches.
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Figure 5: Efficiency on MCYT-dp and MCYT-pb.

6 Conclusion

We discussed our first approaches, which realize an efficient identification process based

on fuzzy vault protected templates. Existing approaches, so far, only support identification

for unprotected templates or realize authentication systems. Our developed filter tech-

niques determine a prioritization for the database entries, based on which a subsequent

verification processes the database. Our experiments showed that the approach GeoMatch,

which is translation and rotation invariant, achieves high data reduction rates, but solely

the index supported approach BioSimJoin is able to perform efficiently on large databases.

As future work we plan to combine the two approaches GeoMatch and BioSimJoin, to

achieve a high quality and, simultaneously, a low runtime.
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